
DearPaul

The Federation of Australian
Radio Broadcasters Limited

The association of commercial radio stations A.C.N. 059 731 467

RegionalRadio Inquiry

At ourmostrecentappearancebeforetheCommitteeat its Brisbanehearing,there
wereseveralquestionsthatwetook “on notice”andagreedto provideyouwith
furtherinformation.

Thefollowing commentis now providedto you for consideration.

The Committee expressedsomeconcernsat theindustry’s view oflocalism.
While theCommitteehasexpressedconcernatthe industry’sview oflocalism,the
industry’sview is basedon therequirementsoftheBroadcastingServicesActand,
significantly, wassupportedby theindustryregulator,theAustralianBroadcasting
Authority in its appearancebeforetheCommittee:

“Ifyou lookat our legislationit ispremisedvelymuchon theideaabout
whatcomesoutoftheradio — whatit soundslike — rather thanwhereit is
made“. (CTA 904, Tanner,Tuesday29th May 2001).

As FARB haspreviouslysubmitted,thequestionoflocal contentis notonewhichcan
bedirectedsolelyto commercialradiobroadcasters,andtheissuecannotbe
consideredin isolationofotherbroadcastsectors.TheBSA contemplatesthatall
broadcastsectorsin amarket,includingtheABC andcommunitybroadcasters,havea
sharedobligationto contributeto thediversityofprogramming.
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Driven in manycasesby viability factorscommercialradiooperatorshaveoptedfor a
varietyofways in whichto providelistenerswith aservice.Whetherthatbevia
locally producedprogramming,networkedfrom ahub orsyndicator,automated,or
mostcommonly,acombinationofall these,theservicesall retaina local team,living
andinvolved in thecommunity.

Therecentdecisionby PrimeTelevisionto cut its local newsserviceto themajor
provincial centresofCanberra,Newcastleand Wollongong— with the lossof30 jobs -

because,apparently,thecostsof providingtheservicecannotbe sustained,
exemplifiestheproblemsfacedby smallerregionalcommercialradiooperatorsin
maintainingviability. Clearly, if regionaltelevisionoperationswith theirlarger
revenueandassetbase,andin someofthelargestandmostlucrativeregionalcentres
in Australia,cannotjustify thecontinuationof local newsservicesfor reasonsof
costs,thecommercialradio industry’sargumentsmusthaveincreasedresonancein the
Committee’sdeliberations.

The 1984DepartmentofCommunicationsreviewofthepolicy relatingto localismin
AustralianBroadcasting,theso-calledOswinReportmadesomeinteresting
observationson theconceptof localismthat arepertinentto this Inquiry.

As thereportstates,theconceptof localismhasneverbeenexplicitly prescribed,nor
fully explained,in any broadcastinglegislationorsinglegovernmentpolicy statement
— this is still thecase.Notwithstandingits existenceovera longperiod,theambiguity
andthecomplexnatureoftheconceptmeansit cannotbeeasilyorpreciselydefined.

TheInformationPaperaccompanyingthe 1984 Inquiry pointedto thefact that amajor
criticismoflocalismis thatit resultsin areductionin thechoiceof servicesavailable
to the local community. Becauselocalismrequiresadegreeoflocalproduction,it
generallyresultsin ahighercoststructurethanwould bethecaseif thestation
broadcastonly “non-local”programs(from anotherstationornetwork). Thesehigher
operatingcostsraisethe level atwhich astationwith local inputbecomes
commerciallyviable.

Thereportnotedthatnetworkingin commercialradiohasbeenaroundsincethe
1930s.

“The growth ofnetworksandrelaystationswasnot opposed,andwas
sometimesencouragedbysuccessivegovernments.Co-operativenetworks
wereseenastheeconomicsalvationofmanysmall countlystationsand
provided‘high class‘ cityprogramswhichwerebeyondthefinancial
resourcesofindividualstations. In thecaseofrelaystations,thebenefitsto
countmylistenersofreceivinga serviceofanytype(whensuchwouldbe
otherwisenotavailable)wereseenasparamount. Throughthesemeansradio
gradually increasedits popularity”.

The Report recommended against local program quotas, but said that the local ‘sound’
ofthestation shouldpredominate— soundmeaningnotmusic,voice,orothersingle
elementsofabroadcast,but the ‘mix’ whichcauseslistenersin theareato be
consciousthattheyarelisteningto ‘their’ station. FARB would stronglyurgethe
currentInquiry Committeeto alsorejectany localprogramquotas.
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As hasbeenpreviouslyarguedbeforetheCommittee,commercialbroadcastersare
committedto retaininglocalism,thedegreeofwhich is beingdeterminedby market
forces. FARB stronglybelievesthat its membersshould continueto be ableto choose
thekind oflocal programmingandassociatedservicestheybroadcast,providedthat
theyaremeetingtheirrequirementsundertheBSA.

It is alsoworthreiteratingthatwhile theInquiry hasreceivedanumberof
submissionscriticising theperceivedlackoflocalismin regionalradio,official
researchshowsa highacceptanceoflisteningto regionalcommercialradiostations.

While the Committeehasreceivedsubmissionfrom 275 individuals/organisations
aroundthecountry,researchofmorethat 26,000peopleconductedaroundthecountry
between1998and2000(seeattachments)showsthat commercialradiocaptures76%
ofthepotential6 million listeners(aged10-plus)to radio in regionalAustralia. On a
weeklybasistheregionalpopulationregularlylistento commercialradiofor 18 hours
2 minutes. Thesefigureshaveremainedstaticthroughoutthenineties,strongly
suggestingthat despiteincreasedautomationandnetworking,commercialradio is
providing listenerswith theprogramming— andincreaseddiversity - theywish to
hear. Despitetheproliferationofnewservicesduring thesameperiodcommercial
radiostill hasby far thebiggestaudienceshare.

The Committeesoughttheindustry’sview on a proposalfor three/fiveyear
review of licences.
Theindustryis clearlyopposedto any licencereviewsfor severalreasons.

TheintroductionoftheBroadcastingServicesAct in 1992broughtwith it an eraof
“light touch” regulation,movingawayfrom the“black letter” law approachof the
1942Act in which licenseeshadto regularlyjustify how theywereservingtheir
market.Licencerenewalunderthe 1942Act wasanadministrativelytime consuming
andcostlyexercisefor licenseesandtheregulator,andonewhichmanyregional
operatorswould find extremelydifficult to undertakewith themorestreamlined
staffingoperationsoftoday.

Importantly,the industryis extremelyconcernedabouttheadverseimpactany re-
introductionof licencereviewswould haveon thevalueof licences.Broadcasters
haveinvestedhundredsofmillions of dollarson purchasinglicencesbasedona
particularsetofrules. ThepresumptionundertheBSA nowoperatesin favourof a
licenseein theabsenceofcertainconduct.To nowplaceaconditionon thoselicences,
which introducesthepossibility ofrevocationshouldtheybe foundto benotmeeting
certainrequirements,wouldmostlikely resultin asignificantchangeto licence
valuations,therebychangingthedynamicsofthe industryandthebasisfor
investment.

As theCommitteehasnotsuggestedthat thisreviewwould applyto other
broadcastingsectors,commercialradiowould alsobeplacedat asignificant
operationaldisadvantagein themarketplaceasit would haveto “live up” to a
differentsetofrulesto its competitors.
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Theonly resultthis canhaveis to leadto a furtherdetrimentalimpacton theviability
ofregionalcommercialoperators,an issuewhich hasbeenthemainfocusofthis
Inquiry.

The Committee sought an industry view on the proposal for repealof s.54
This is an issue which has been debated by the industry in other forums in recent
yearsand on which thereis no consensus.It is acomplexissueandgoesmuchfurther
thanthesimplerepealofs.54,havingthepotentialto openup theentireownership
andcontroldebate.

It is worthnotingthatwhenthe“two to amarket” rulewasintroducedin relationto
commercialradio servicesin 1992, theExplanatoryMemorandumto theBSA stated
thefollowing in relationto s.54[controlof commercialradiobroadcastinglicences].

“The changein marketlimit allowsfor somesmall degreeofeconomiesof
scaleto be realisedin marketswherecompetitionis nota concernbut in
combinationwith clause39, still protectssmallermarketsfrom undue
concentrationofownership.”

Historically, limits on controlofcommerciallicenceshavebeenput in placeto
addresstwo mainpolicy concerns- concentrationofownershipin mediaand
competitionpolicy.

Essentially,then,theprimaryconsiderationsbearingupontherepealofs54arepolicy
considerations.Any proposalsto removeor amendcontrolson the ownershipof
commercialbroadcastingservicesarelikely to becontroversialandproducedivided
opinionin theelectorate.

The Committee askedthe FARB representativeswhat the industry was prepared
to offer in return for the proposed moratorium on licencefees
It is presumedthattheCommitteeis suggestingatrade-offbasedon stationsmeeting
acertainlevel of local contentto be ableto claim areductionin licencefees.

Again, onedifficulty with this proposalis thatit placessomeform ofadditional
regulationon commercialbroadcasters,while allowing othersectorsto escapesimilar
regulations. Evenassumingthatmeetingapre-determinedlevel oflocal content
would beoptional,theindustry’sgeneralview is that any savingsin licencefees
would notreleaseanysignificantfunds,havingregardto thecostofproviding
additionallocal content. Furthermore,any stationtaking up theoptionwouldagainbe
placingitselfat acompetitivedisadvantageagainstothersectorsandmedia.The end
resultwouldbe to further impacton theprofitability ofstationsandit is estimatedto
providelittle incentivefor stations. Therecentregionalradiofundingannouncedby
the ABC is indicativeofthecostsassociatedwith significantlocalcontentprovision.
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The Committee askedwhether the industry had a view on there-broadcastofthe
John Laws program on community stations.
At thehearing,it wasindicatedby FARB representativesthatanysyndicationofsuch
programmingwouldneedto beon thebasisthatthecommunitystationsweremeeting
their licenceconditions,in particulartherestrictiononamaximumoffive minutes
sponsorshipperhour.

While theCommitteemayhaveaview thattheairingof, for example,theJohnLaws
programon acommunitystationmaybe filling a local need,it would appearto run
counterto theCommittee’sconcernsin relationto networking/syndicationof
programsandtheso-calledcentralisationofopinion.

As theCommitteeis aware,theBroadcastStandards2000relatingto disclosureand
othermattersnow applyexclusivelyto commercialradiobroadcasters.Theindustry
believes that where syndication of commercial programming to other categories of
service occurs, such servicesshouldbesubjectto thesamestandards.

Additional Recommendation: The repealofs.40of the BSA to removethe
opportunity for unplanned commercialservicesto further impact on regional
operators.
FARB has already called for a moratorium on the issue of further ticencesin regional
marketsfollowing completionof theABA’s planningprocess,havingregardto the
viability of many incumbent operators in these markets.

However,the industrynow seeksanamendmentto theBSA to repeals.40to
overcomewhat is emergingasadisturbinganomalyin theplanningandallocationof
licencesundertheBSA.

Thesignificantdifferencebetweens.40commercialradio licencesandlicences
allocatedunders36/39is that a servicelicensedunders.40doesnotusethe
broadcastingservicesbandsto deliverits service. It is nonethelessacommercial
broadcastingservicesubjectto thesameregulatoryschemeunderthe legislation.

TheABA’s websiteindicatesthattheAuthorityhasissued10 suchlicencesaround
thecountrywith somehavingalicenceareaofthetotality ofAustralia.

TheBSA setsoutdetailedprovisionsrelatingto theplanningofnewcommercial
serviceswhicharethenallocatedusingtheABA’s auction-styleprice-based
allocationsystem. In contrast,thereis no requirementundertheBSA for theplanning
ofserviceswhichdo notusethedesignatedbroadcastingservicesbands. A s.40
commerciallicencemaybeallocatedby theABA, in its discretion,onapplicationin
writing and“over-the-counter”for afeeof $2,400.TheABA designatesaparticular
areain Australiaasthelicencearea.

Given the extensive provisions in theBSA relatingto theplanningofcommercial
broadcastingservices,(andthesubmissionsto this Inquiry asto the impactofthe
furtherallocationofsuchserviceson theviability ofexistingcommercialradio
servicesin these“planned”markets)it seemsinconceivablethataftertheABA has
determined that no further commercial service/sshouldbe issued,anon-BSB
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commercial radio licencecanbe purchased“over-the-counter”(from thesame
Authority) for that samemarket.

Further,the incumbentlicenseereceivesno prior warningfrom theABA thatan
applicationfor sucha licencehasbeenmadeand/orapproved,andapparentlyhasno
right of appeal. An examplein questionis themarketofBathurstin New South
Wales.TheCommitteehasheardextensiveevidencefrom theincumbentcommercial
operatorin the Bathurstlicencearea. Themarketwasplannedby theABA anda
decisiontakennot to issueafurthercommerciallicence,however,the licenseehas
now becomeawarethroughthelocal councilofadevelopmentapplicationfor a
transmitterfor suchaservice.

s.40licencesarerestrictedto 400wpowerin theupperendoftheAM bandon
1611kHz,1620kHzand1629kHzin whatcanberegardedasattimesmarginal
receptionquality. While theycannotadequatelycoverlargercity areas,in a smaller
regionalcentretheycancoveran entiretown andrepresentamajorthreatto the
viability of anincumbentcommercialoperator.

Giventheextensivesubmissionsput to theCommitteeregardingtheimpactof
additionalserviceson theviability of regionalcommercialradiooperators,FARB
believesthattheCommitteeshouldgive earnestconsiderationto recommendingthe
repealof s.40oftheBSA. While any repealwould, asa matterofequity, requirethe
grandfathering of existing s.40 licences, removing the opportunity for unplanned
commercialservices would limit furtherimpacton regionaloperatorsalreadyunder
financialpressure.

Conclusion
Thekeyfocusofthis Inquiry hasbeenon theviability ofregionalcommercial
broadcasters.Evidencepresentedto theCommitteeshowsthatbasedon thelatest
availablestatistics,some20%of regionalcommercialservicesarein loss.

Economicfactorsforcebroadcastersto seekeconomiesofscale. On theotherhand,
viableoperatorscontributeto ahealthy,diversifiedradiosector.

The industrywouldstronglyurgetheCommitteenot to makerecommendationsthat
will impingeon regionalcommercialradiooperators’viability, or reducetheirability
to competein themarketplacewith othersectors.

In thealternative,if theCommitteeis mindedto recommendregulation,FARB
submitsthat theCommitteecannotsimply look to thecommercialradiobroadcasting
sectorfor theanswers.

Clearly, all broadcastingsectorsservingregionalAustralia— national,community,
narrowcastingandcommercialbroadcasters,includingaudioandaudiovisualservices
— arerequiredto sharesomeresponsibilityfor contributingto thediversityofservices
in amarket,ascontemplatedbytheSchedule2, Part8 Standard Licence Conditions
oftheBSA. Any recommendationstheCommitteeseesasnecessaryshouldtherefore
apply equally to all sectors.
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Forthe informationoftheCommitteeI havealsoprovidedtwo documentsthatwill
providefurtherbackgroundto Committeemembersto assistin theirdeliberations.
Thefirst is acopyofFARB’s submissionrespondingto adiscussionpaperby DCITA
on proposedoptionsfor legislativereformandrelatedissuesfollowing thefinal report
oftheAustralianBroadcastingAuthority intocommercialradio,which addressesa
numberofissuesraisedby theABA in its appearancebeforetheInquiry. Thesecond
is FARB’s submissionto thecurrents.19Inquiry beingconductedby theABA to
clarify thedefinition ofnarrowcasting.

Yourssincerely

GraemeCarroll
Manager Public Affairs
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INTRODUCTION

FARB welcomes this opportunity to comment on the operation of the criteria applicable
to the open narrowcasting radio category under the Broadcasting Services Act 1991.
(“BSA”). The review of open narrowcasting criteria is both timely and necessary.

FARB believes that, in its present form, the open narrowcasting radio category is not
operating efficiently or reliably in accordance with the spirit of the BSA. FARB
acknowledges the BSA’s philosophical approach that open narrowcasters should be
subject to lower levels of regulatory intervention, but is of the view that the regulatory
approach presently in use is at too low a level and too vague to effectively preserve the
distinction between the commercial broadcasting and open narrowcasting categories in
the radio industry. This undermines the achievement of the BSA’s objects, as set out in
Section 3(1), particularly the following:

(a) to promote the availability to audiences throughout Australia of a diverse range of
radio and television services offering entertainment, education and information

(b) to provide a regulatory environment that will facilitate the development of a
broadcasting industry in Australia that is efficient, competitive and responsive to
audience needs

(e) to promote the role of broadcasting services in developing and reflecting a sense
of Australian identity, character and cultural diversity

In FARB’s experience, there are a significant number of radio services that, while
purporting to comply with the open narrowcasting class licence, provide services that are
essentially intended to have broad appeal to the general public. Anecdotal evidence
from FARB’s members indicates that this is a significant and growing problem. The
nature of the content of broadcasts is, in FARB’s view, the most critical issue in this
review. The format and other limitations placed on narrowcasters are the principal quid
pro quo for their being excused from the ownership and control regulations, annual
earnings-based licence fees and much higher auction prices applicable to the
commercial broadcasting sector. Commercial broadcasters therefore regard it as vital
that a clear distinction between the two classes of service be established and
maintained.

There are two major difficulties in maintaining this distinction: firstly, the lack of clarity
which surrounds the limitation criteria and secondly, the lack (for a variety of reasons) of
effective enforcement action when the narrowcasting boundaries are overstepped.

Clearly, detailed discussion of the enforcement issue is beyond the scope of the present
submission. Enforcement issues will only be addressed to the extent that they overlap
with issues surrounding the definition of limitation criteria. However, the objective of
Section 5(1)(b)(ii) of the BSA — “deal effectively with breaches of the rules established by
this Act” is not being achieved in this respect. FARB believes that improvement of
enforcement is critical and would welcome the opportunity for further discussion of this
matter.

As to the clarity issue, FARB believes that limitation criteria are best clarified by the
introduction, as far as is possible, of objectively ascertainable and measurable
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parameters, by increased transparency in the Section 21 opinion process and by the
establishment of readily accessible data registers. These views are elaborated in more
detail below.

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS AND PROGRAMS OF LIMITED APPEAL

The most critical distinctions to be drawn between narrowcasting and broadcasting are
to be made in the area of the content of programs. In FARB’s view the current regime
relies far too heavily on the use of discretion and interpretation, with the result that it is
comparatively easy for self-proclaimed narrowcasters to transmit programming which
mimics commercial formats and content, and which appears to be intended to appeal to
the broadest possible audience. This ongoing encroachment into the sphere of
commercial broadcasting is a threat not only to FARB’s members but to the achievement
of the objects of the BSA.

Degree of influence

It is the clear intention of the BSA that the level of regulatory supervision of each
category of service vary according to the degree of influence they are able to exert in
shaping community views in Australia.

There is no statutory definition or other explanatory guidance provided as to the relevant
“community” upon whom the influence is to be exerted. One can therefore only assume
that what is meant is the general usage of the word, to mean the Australian society and
polity in general.

There is also no definition or guidance provided as to the meaning to be given to
“influence”, leaving us once again to fall back on common usage. The Australian
Concise Oxford Dictionary defines the terni as “having an effect” on someone or
something. There is no concept of degree or quantum inherent here, with the result that
the term “influence” establishes a fairly low hurdle. It is quite possible for narrowcasting
services, even those which the ABA considers to be uncontroversial in their
classification, to have a significant impact not only within their niche communities but on
the wider Australian community overall.

For example, consider a service broadcasting in a language other than English,
particularly in a talk back format. None of the factors which the ABA identified in its
Commercial Radio Inquiry Report on the Hearing into 2UE Sydney (see p8) as critical to
the success and impact of such formats is limited to English language programming. In
fact it might be argued that its impact is magnified in small and more tightly knit sub-
communities. Recent scandals, and public inquiries, into ethnically based branch
stacking activities involving both sides of politics amply demonstrate the potential for
direct impact on the political life of the Australian democracy. Similarly, a dance or rave
party music service may potentially have a significant impact on attitudes in its target
community — for example to recreational drug use — which are of vital interest to the
broader community and the subject of political controversy.
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In FARB’s view the current regulatory approach to the narrowcasting category
underestimates the potential degree of impact that such services can have. It appears
to assume that their influence on the broader community is non-existent, a view with
which FARB strongly disagrees. In FARB’s view, an appropriate response is to clarify
the criteria to ensure that they properly reflect the potential for impact of the category, to
improve the transparency of ABA processes and to create appropriate and transparent
records that will permit proper assessment and evaluation of this impact.

Special interest groups

In FARB’s view the “special interest group” category is in fact redundant.

Special interest groups form, and continue to exist, because they support their members’
common interest in matters with limited appeal to the broader community. Properly
understood, therefore, they are merely an alternative method of expressing the idea that
their subject matter appeals to a relatively small group in the community. In other words,
the proper construction of criterion (i) of Section 1 8(1)(a) is that it has no real work to do.

Given this, FARB believes that the ABA should not move to clarify the provision further,
or to create for it an artificial independent life. Instead, the ABA should recommend to
the Minister that the wording of Section 18 be varied as follows:

Open narrowcasting services are broadcasting services:
(a) whose reception is limited:

(i) by being targeted to special interest groups; and
(ii) by providing programs of limited appeal; or
(iii) by being intended only for limited locations, for example arenas

or business premises; or
(iv) by being provided during a limited period or to cover a special

event.

The current subsection (v), “for some other reason”, should be deleted in the interests of
clarity and predictability.

If however the ABA is not inclined to accept this view, and wishes instead to create an
independent meaning for Section 1 8(1)(a)(i), FARB submits that the definition of “special
interest group” should be confined as far as possible to objectively ascertainable and
measurable criteria.

To be a “special interest group” a group should have an objectively definable and
measurable membership and address a particular interest or constellation of related
interests, outside the general interest of the broader community. By way of example, a
service targeted to “people interested in New Age spirituality” would not be a “special
interest group” within this definition. A service targeted to “the Muslim community of X
area” would. Further, to be considered to be limited under Section 18(1)(a)(i) the service
must be targeted to meeting only the relevant special interest and not to any broader
needs or interest of the members of the group. Hence, the example Muslim service
discussed above would be limited to broadcasting material directly relevant to the
practices and beliefs of Islam. Such an approach would ensure that the service remains
both relevant to the target group and unlikely to have broader general appeal.
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Summary responses to options for comment

10.11.1 — 3: If an independent definition is to be given to “special interest group” it
should require the group to have an objectively identifiable and measurable
membership. Further the group should focus on a clearly definable interest or
constellation of interests outside those that appeal to the general public.

10.11.4: This will depend on the nature and circumstances of each broadcast program.
For example, a broadcast in a language such as, say, Serbian might be of limited appeal
to the broader English speaking community but might nevertheless have a significant
impact on the community at large because of its content. The answer is so highly
dependent on context that further examination of the question is unlikely to be fruitful.

10.11.5: Yes, potentially. Again this will be highly context dependent and detailed
examination is therefore unlikely to be helpful.

10.11.6: Yes, potentially. Further exploration is unlikely to assist, as noted in answers
to questions 10.11.4 and 10.11.5 above.

10.11.7: Yes. Such discussions, in whatever language or context, are among the
fundamental underpinnings of any participatory democracy.

Programs of limited appeal

Much of what “appeals” to the broader public at any given time is a matter of fashion,
particularly when it comes to music and entertainment. The “programs of limited appeal”
criterion is highly fashion dependent, and as such is inherently conceptually unstable.
This instability detracts substantially from the achievement of the statutory objects
referred to above, and particularly object 3(b).

FARB is critical of the lack of transparency that currently surrounds the issue of Section
21 opinions, and believes that this could be considerably improved. While Section 210
of the BSA protects the right of aspirant broadcasters to keep their intended format a
secret in the establishment period, there is no such protection once they are established.
Transparency and efficient operation of the narrowcasting category could be enhanced
by the creation of an easily accessible register of published Section 21 opinions,
preferably searchable by key words on the ABA’s website. A further useful step would
be to circularize the relevant industry stakeholder representatives — FARB, FACTS,
ASTRA and CBAA — with copies of each opinion as it is published.

FARB sees limited utility and some potential problems in the establishment of any
summary form register of Section 21 opinions. Section 21 opinions are highly
dependent on the facts and circumstances on which they are based. Many are
borderline decisions, dependent on particular significant facts. Until the service actually
commences, if it ever does, to allude to those facts and circumstances is to breach the
applicant’s commercial confidentiality. This means that, in the case of unpublished
opinions, it is highly unlikely that any summary form reference to the kind of service
could provide reliable guidance, particularly for people whose commercial survival may
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depend on the outcome. The resultant list of “formats, which may or may not be of
limited appeal”, might be expected to be so broad and vague as to be of limited use, and
might actually mislead anyone consulting it.

Nevertheless, FARB agrees that the proposed schedule would constitute an
improvement on the present position, since it would at least facilitate a degree of
monitoring and dialogue. On the other hand, FARB strongly opposes any attempt to
define narrowcasting status by reference to any summary form description of format, or
register of formats.

In FARB’s view a more comprehensive approach, such as that outlined below, is called
for.

FARB’s proposal

In the absence of statutory amendment to specify a time limit on the confidentiality of
section 21 opinions, FARB believes the ABA should adopt the following approach.

There should be no further attempt to clarify the “limited appeal” category until there is a
transparent basis for evaluating the claims made to fit within it. The ABA should
therefore go about establishing such a basis first.

FARB submits that the ABA should use its powers under Section 120 of the BSA to vary
the terms of the radio open narrowcasting class licence as follows.

• Persons who operate a narrowcasting service should to be required to notify the
ABA within 30 days of commencement of the service, presumably by lodging an
appropriate form. Existing operators should be given a period of three months
within which to lodge the appropriate form.

• The notification should specify the identity of the service operator, the location of
the service and the means of transmission. It should also specify the grounds
on which the operator claims to be narrowwithin the terms of the class licence.

• Further notification of changes to these particulars should also be required to be
lodged within 14 days of their coming into effect.

• This information should then be published in a register, maintained by the ABA,
and accessible by the public. It should be available and searchable by
keywords on the ABA website.

The ABA should then be entitled to rely on the information provided by the operator for
the purposes of the BSA, and the notice should include a statement to this effect. It
should also include a disclaimer to the effect that the absence of requisitions or enquiry
by the ABA does not constitute acceptance that the service complies with the BSA.
Further in the interests of more efficient enforcement FARB is of the view that the ABA
should seek a statutory amendment which would deem that the information recorded in
the register is accurate unless and until the ABA determines otherwise.
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The creation of such a register would enable the ABA and others in the industry to
understand the way in which the class licence is being interpreted and to identify areas
that might require further clarification. The need to notify only after commencement of
the service would continue to provide protection for the commercial in confidence
information of aspirant broadcasters who are still building their businesses. The
existence of the register would also enable the ABA to better monitor the performance of
this category and to assess the extent to which it is meeting the objectives of the BSA,
particularly the diversity objective.

Further, the records would assist in streamlining the enforcement process in those cases
where such action is required. Presently it can be a frustrating and almost impossible
task even to identify precisely who is providing an alleged narrowcast service. The ABA
has little means of doing so and competitors even less. FARB believes that such a
register would be readily adaptable to support an improved enforcement process, for
example by allowing the ABA to proceed against the operator notified on the register
without having to demonstrate that the operation had not changed hands, and by
providing a rebuttable presumption as to the character of the service on the basis of the
description provided. FARB would welcome the opportunity to meet and discuss these
and other enforcement issues with the ABA, outside the context of the current enquiry.

Summary response to options for comment

10.26: If there is to be a separate definition of “special interest group” it should require
that the group have an objectively definable and measurable membership and that it
address a particular interest, or constellation of related interests, outside the general
interest of the broader community. The ABA should not create a register of deemed
“limited appeal” formats, but should instead improve the transparency of the existing
regime and then review the possibility of clarification of this criterion at a later date.

LIMITED LOCATIONS

The “limited locations” criterion specified in Section 18(1)(a)(ii) is intended to be
especially small in scale. This is indicated by the examples set out in the BSA itself, and
is not diminished by the addition in the Explanatory Memorandum of the domestic
dwellings in a specified limited area or suburb or isolated town. It is noteworthy that the
Explanatory Memorandum refers to “isolated” town rather than “town” per Se. In FARB’s
submission this is because the intention is to describe an area with severe limitations on
the size of the maximum potential audience. The common denominator between an
“isolated town” and “an arena”, as distinct for example from “a town” per Se, is that the
maximum available audience is finite and comparatively small.

The policy intent is one of providing smaller services, with smaller revenue bases and
correspondingly smaller financial imposts, so that niche markets can be developed to
provide a range of services beyond the capacity and interest of broad based commercial
stations. In so doing it directly supports the statutory objectives of Section 3(1 )(a), (b)
and (e) referred to above.
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The appropriate clarificatory criteria to be applied to Section 18(1)(a)(ii) are those set
out in Sections 22(a) and (b):

(a) the geographic coverage of those services; and
(b) the number of persons who receive or are able to receive those services.

In FARB’s view these criteria should be applied together, to establish parameters for the
Section 1 8(1)(a)(ii) category based on the kind or size of area and the size of the
maximum potential audience.

Low power transmitters

The power of a transmitter limits only its potential geographic reach. Whether or not the
service provided using any given transmitter can properly be considered to be
narrowcasting depends on other factors as well: the content of the broadcasts and the
size of the potential audience.

By way of example, even a one-watt transmitter in an urban area can potentially reach a
larger audience than the total population of the smaller commercial broadcast licence
areas. If that transmitter is then used to broadcast content with a broad appeal, the
service would clearly be unfairly competitive with the commercial broadcasters in the
area, who are subject to far higher establishment and ongoing costs. It would contribute
nothing to increased diversity or the provision of new services. To deem such a service
to be narrowcasting merely because that was the use envisaged by the planners at a
time prior to its establishment is inconsistent with the policy intent of the BSA.

FARB is strongly opposed to any proposal that a service be deemed to be narrowcasting
by reference solely to the power of the transmitter.

Premises as limited locations

The Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary defines “premises” as “a house or building
with its grounds or appurtenances”. As with the example of low power transmitters
discussed above, the concept of premises alone is not useful when defining
narrowcasting parameters.

For example, a suburban “mega mall” would meet the dictionary definition of premises,
being essentially one large building with “appurtenances” such as a car park. Within that
building however are located facilities of such breadth and variety, from shopping to
restaurants to cinemas, that people attend in large numbers for often substantial periods
of time. (The usual provision of 3 to 4 hours free parking is a good indicator of the
average length of stay). Such “premises” would have a potential audience of more than
ten times that of small commercial broadcasters.

FARB is strongly opposed to any proposal that a service be deemed to be narrowcasting
by reference solely to its provision to “premises”.
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Signal contours

FARB believes that there is merit in this approach, because it combines measurements
of both area and population.

The BSA does not prescribe a critical size above which an intended service would cease
to be limited by reference to location. It is however open to the ABA to do so using its
Section 19 clarificatory powers.

The basic approach should be one of estimating the number of people who might
receive an adequate signal from the service’s transmitter, using census data where the
transmitter serves more than a single premises. Where the transmitter is intended for
“premises” a similar approach ought still to be taken, but based instead on substantiated
estimates of the number of people passing through the premises, calculating instead an
average daily maximum potential audience which should then function in a similar way to
the population estimate for localities.

FARB does not accept that there needs to be distinctions drawn between different kinds
of localities, although it would be reasonable to distinguish between localities and
premises, where the available audience is transient and continually varying in its
composition.

FARB proposes that any service intended for a locality (large or small, rural or urban)
with a maximum potential audience greater than the smallest commercial operator
should not be able to be classified as narrowcasting under the “limited location”
criterion. Currently the smallest such licence is in Queenstown Tasmania, with a
population of 6,764.

Where the service is intended for premises, FARB submits that the service should not be
able to be classified as narrowcasting under the “limited location” criterion if the
estimated daily maximum potential audience is more 5% of the exclusive population of
the commercial broadcasting licence market in which the premises is situated.

FARB accepts that there are limitations to the accuracy of calculations of signal contours
and audience sizes. It would be reasonable therefore to make allowance for a margin of
error, the nature and size of which would depend on the method of calculation to be
adopted. Should the ABA decide to proceed in this way, FARB seeks the opportunity for
further discussions on this point.

FARB acknowledges that its preferred approach may require the diversion of ABA
planning resources, which are already heavily if not over committed. However, FARB is
also strongly of the view that it is inappropriate to shun the best available solution simply
on the basis of resource convenience. FARB believes that appropriate additional
funding should be provided to the ABA to enable this work to be undertaken without
derogating from its current planning priorities.

Networks

FARB strongly endorses the proposal that services which are part of a network should
not be able to be considered to be narrowcasters by reason of the limited location
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criterion. In such cases, all the services in the network should be considered to be a
single service for the purposes of the application of Section 18(1 )(a)(ii).

A further and more complex issue arises in the case of services, which, although not in
common ownership, broadcast substantially the same content. FARB submits that
where stations broadcast such syndicated content for 50% or more of their airtime, they
should be deemed to be networked for the purposes of the application of Section
18(1 )(a)(ii).

Summary responses to options for comment

9.28.1 — 3: “Limited locations” should be defined as premises and localities, with suitable
definitions of each. “Premises” should be defined in accordance with the dictionary
definition of a building and its appurtenances. “Localities” should be defined by
reference to signal contours. To be limited for the purposes of Section 18(1)(a)(ii) the
maximum audience should not exceed:

(a) in the case of localities, the population size of the smallest exclusive coverage
area applicable to a commercial broadcasting licence;

(b) in the case of premises, if the estimated daily maximum potential audience is
more than 5%of the exclusive population of the commercial broadcasting licence
market in which the premises is situated.

9.28.4: No.

9.28.5: Yes, and the definition of network should include services which, although not in

common ownership, broadcast the same content for 50% of their airtime or more.

RACING RADIO

FARB notes the findings of House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Communications, Transport & the Arts into Regional Radio Racing Services (“the
Regional Racing Report”) to the effect that racing radio is an important and traditional
part of life in rural Australia (at p. 3). FARB also notes that there is a clear demand for
racing radio services in those areas, although the ABC’s research indicates that that
demand may be declining into the future. (Regional Racing Report at p. 11ff)

What is clear from the Regional Racing Report is that it is the racing industry, and
associated wagering, which holds this traditional place. It is only this particular industry
that “represented a way of life and direct involvement in the euphoria generated by the
racing industry” (Regional Racing Report at p.6). The same cannot be said of a generic
gambling service, offering betting opportunities on various sports and possibly on other
activities as well. Indeed the broadening of racing radio style services to encompass
other sports would have the effect of substantially diminishing the traditional racing
coverage that the Parliamentary Committee found to be so important.

In the context of television broadcasting, the ABA has always avoided any attempt to
classify mainstream popular sports coverage as narrowcasting. FARB sees no reason
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why mainstream sports coverage should be considered narrowcasting for the purposes
of radio when it is not so classified for the purposes of television broadcasting.

Services offering coverage of sports such as football, soccer, motor sports and most of
the others listed as being the subject of the TAB’s SportsBet services have always been
regarded by the ABA as being apparently intended to appeal to the general public: that
is, within the ambit of the Section 14 definition of commercial broadcasting. There is
nothing inherent in their being broadcast by a TAB or similar gambling operator that
would significantly limit the attractiveness of the broadcast to the broader community.
The combination of sports could only broaden the appeal of the broadcast and the
association with gambling opportunities would have no significant limiting impact —

indeed, it may even broaden the appeal further by introducing gamblers to new gambling
opportunities and by introducing sports fans to the idea of sports gambling.

As the Productivity Commission has pointed out and the ABA has noted, TAB’s and on-
course totalisators account for massive takings each year. In the commonly used sense
of the word, they are quintessentially commercial operations — large and successful, and
growing. In FARB’s view, while there is a case for (at least temporarily) retaining a niche
for traditionally significant racing services, there is no case for stretching the
narrowcasting category to encompass broadly attractive content simply because the
entities which operate the traditional racing services have chosen to broaden their
operations. The consequence of such broadening is the need to buy and operate a
commercial broadcasting service.

There is also a strong public policy argument against the expansion of racing radio
services to create a new and far broader gambling radio service. As the Minister has
pointed out, in the context of explaining his proposed ban on internet gambling services:

• Australia has approximately 290,000 problem gamblers who lose on average at
least $12,000 per head per year

• 130,000 of these problem gamblers are severe problem gamblers who lose
considerably more than this

• 70% of Australians believe that gambling does more harm than good
• this has an enormous negative social impact.

FARB would not oppose the establishment of a racing radio narrowcast category, the
content of which is to be directed only at the sports of horse and dog racing and
consequent wagering, if the ABA were to prefer this option. However, FARB is of the
view that such a service would be of limited appeal (within the current criteria), provided
that its programs addressed only racing and racing related subject matter. If more
certainty were desired, FARB would support a recommendation to the Government that
the Parliament legislate to create such a category, provided that its ongoing relevance
and utility were to be reevaluated after a specified period of time, say 5 years.
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Summary responses to questions and options for comment

11.6.1: Accepting that racing radio is of limited appeal, that limitation would cease if any
other sports betting services were added. Only programming relating to horse and dog
racing and betting on such racing should be able to be transmitted.

11.6.2: No.

11.6.3 No.

11.31 .1: FARB strongly opposes this proposal. Such a service would not be consistent

with the concept of narrowcasting. It would be commercial broadcasting.

11.31 .2: FARB opposes this proposal. It is too vague and uncertain to promote
regulatory certainty and industry stability and in our view is likely to promote services far
broader than are suitable for the narrowcasting classification. Racing radio should be
confined to traditional racing, betting on traditional racing and material directly connected
to these things.

11.31.3: FARB endorses the broad parameters of this proposal, but takes no position on
whether the old Regulations or a newer version should form its basis.

11.31.4: FARB does not oppose this approach, but would wish any such report to note
FARB’s view that a narrowly constructed racing radio service, within the parameters of
the old Regulations, would meet the current class licence criteria for programs of limited
appeal, and that any broadening beyond racing would constitute commercial
broadcasting.

CONCLUSION

In its present form, the open narrowcasting radio category does not effectively or reliably
support the objectives of the BSA. Unlike narrowcasters, commercial broadcasters are
subject to onerous regulation, including ownership and control regulations, annual
earnings-based licence fees and much higher auction prices for their licences. The
principal quid pro quo for these imposts is the ability to transmit broad based
programming designed to appeal to the general public. When the distinction between
narrowcasting and commercial broadcasting is allowed to be broken down, the assets
and businesses of FARB’s members are considerably and unfairly devalued.

There are two central problems: the lack of clarity surrounding the limitation criteria and
the lack of any effective enforcement action against purported narrowcasters who
overstep the boundaries.

The criteria by which a service is determined to constitute narrowcasting should, where
possible, be amended by improving their clarity and predictability. In FARB’s view this is
best achieved by reducing the introduction of objective and measurable criteria and the
reduction of the present reliance on discretionary decisions. Increased transparency in
the Section 21 opinion process is necessary, and no further clarification of the “limited
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appeal” criterion should take place until there has been an adequate opportunity to
consider and evaluate the way the criterion is being interpreted in the market place.

It is also essential that these steps be accompanied by a greater commitment by the
ABA to effective enforcement against narrowcasters who are effectively operating as
commercial broadcasters without the appropriate licences.

FARB looks forward to engaging in ongoing dialogue with the ABA on these issues.
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DISCUSSION PAPER

PROPOSED OPTIONS FOR LEGISLATIVE REFORM AND RELATED ISSUES
FOLLOWING THE FINAL REPORT OF THE AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING

AUTHORITY INTO COMMERCIAL RADIO

FARB RESPONSE

Introduction

The commercial radio industry welcomes the opportunity to comment on the
proposals put forward in the Discussion Paper issued by the Department of
Communications Information Technology & The Arts.

The Paper assumes that all of the sanctions and options discussed would
apply to all sectors. The Department requests comments on this approach.

The Paper discloses no circumstances where the public interest could be said
to differ as between commercial radio and television broadcasting services,
subscription and community broadcasting services or narrowcasters. The
public interest in the conduct of presenters, effective complaints processes
and content regulation does not differ with the categorisation or popularity of
a service.

Each sector also is equally open to engage in conduct which may breach the
provisions of the Broadcasting Services Act 1992 (“Act”). Commercial,
community and subscription broadcasting services and narrowcasting
services provided under a class licence all are subject to licence conditions
and required to develop Codes of Practice under the Act.

Where broadcasters are subject to substantially similar regulatory regimes,
there is no sustainable basis on which to differentiate between the remedies
that may be available to the ABA under the Act. While different penalties may
be appropriate, having regard to the nature of the offence and the degree of
influence of the broadcast concerned, there is no logical basis on which to
distinguish between the powers of the regulator to respond to conduct
contrary to the Act.

2. Proposals

(1)

The Department seeks views on:

• The relative merits or othe,wise of introducing directsanctions against
presenters and otheremployees ofa licensee for non-disclosure ofany
arrangements under which they or any other person are entitled to receive
a benefit in return for any on-air conduct; and

• Issues requiring consideration in the drafting ofanyproposed legislative
amendment, for example:
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- to whom the sanctions would apply, i.e. all orspecified categories of
employees ofa licensee;

- to whom disclosure would be, i.e. the employer, the ABA or a publicly
available register; and

- the action required, i.e. Would on-air disclosure be required in all
circumstances?

The commercial radio industry takes the view that it is the licensee which is
responsible for the programs broadcast on its service and for complying with
regulations and laws which affect on-air content.

Since the recent ABA inquiry into commercial radio drew attention to the
issue of possible appropriation of broadcast inventory, FARB understands
that many of its members have reaffirmed company policies precluding the
use of air time for private commercial gain and reviewed contractual
arrangements with presenters and others to ensure that the interests of
shareholders and the public are protected in this regard.

FARB does not endorse the introduction of direct sanctions against
presenters or other personnel and believes control of program content is an
important aspect of corporate governance, for which the licensee must
assume responsibility.

(2)

The Department seeks views on:

• The relative merits or otherwise ofgranting the ABA the power to require a
licensee to broadcast an on-air statement ofABA findings with regard to
any statutory, licence or Code breaches by that licensee.

In principle, the commercial radio industry accepts that where a station has
been found to have committed a serious breach of the Act or a serious and
sustained breach of a Code of Practice, on-air disclosure may be appropriate.

However, the industry would not endorse unfettered ABA powers in this
regard. There must be express limitations on the nature of the offence which
gives rise to the ability to order an on-air statement and the wording, timing
and frequency of a statement.

FARB believes that the scheduling of any statement should have regard to
the time and nature of the offence and that the ABA should not have the
power to make an order that extends beyond 5 days. The times should be
subject to agreement between the ABA and the licensee, and the
announcement itself should not occupy more than one minute of air time.

As the ABA is aware, programming and advertising schedules often are
committed well in advance. If the objective of broadcasting such an
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announcement is to inform the public when a licensee has committed a
serious breach of the regulations, as distinct from “punishing” the licensee,
then the scheduling of the announcements co-operatively should not be seen
as any concession to the licensee.

Any amendments to the legislation must contain the precautions included in
the Discussion Paper whereby such announcements can only be ordered if
the findings have been made as a result of an investigation conducted by the
ABA, any on-air statement must be confined to a statement of the findings of
that investigation and the licensee must have the right to appeal the decision
to the AAT.

If the specification of the form and timing of any statement is confined by the

legislation, then appeal rights to the AAT may be less likely to be exercised.

(3)

The Department seeks views on:

• the costs and benefits ofproviding the ABA with injunctive relief powers in

certain circumstances; and

• other options for addressing these concerns.

At the outset of the Discussion Paper, the following extract from the ABA
Report into Commercial Radio is quoted:

“The Authority considers that its existing powers lack the flexibility and force
to properly respond to serious Code breaches and it lacks sanctions that
have immediate effect”.

FARB assumes that the proposal to grant the ABA injunctive powers is
intended to address the ABA’s perception that there are deficiencies in the
remedies available to it under the Act.

FARB does not agree that the ABA lacks sufficient powers under the Act. The
very inquiry which led to the Report and the subsequent imposition of
conditions on one licensee and standards across the commercial radio
industry clearly demonstrates that the ABA has substantial powers to regulate
the conduct of licensees.

A breach of the Act or a serious or sustained breach of a Code of Practice
has significant consequences for a licensee and could not be determined by
an arbitrary or superficial investigation by a regulator. There must be
appropriate checks and balances which will always require that the ABA
devote a certain level of resources, including financial resources, in
performing its statutory function.

The powers granted to the ABA at Part 10 Division 3 of the Act are
substantial powers. It is difficult to envisage any circumstances where a
commercial broadcasting licensee would not respond to a notice issued by
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the ABA under Section 141 (Notice to Stop Breaches of Conditions of
Licences, Class Licences or of Codes of Practice).

In so far as FARB is aware, the ABA has never tested the Court’s approach
to these provisions. It is, therefore, difficult to see on what basis the ABA has
formed the view that they are ineffective. FARB understands that one of the
difficulties experienced by the ABA may be the delay between gathering
evidence (particularly in the case where it is asserted that a licensee is
broadcasting outside the scope of its permitted service description) and
initiating an application to the Federal Court, if a broadcaster has not
responded to a notice issued by the ABA.

As the ABA has no prosecution branch, we understand that the matter must
be referred to the DPP and delays can be experienced as a result of
pressures on that organisation. Accordingly, by the time a matter is prepared
for application to the Court, the evidence may be “stale”.

If the ABA is unable to conduct an investigation within a reasonable time
frame, or prosecution of a case is delayed because the ABA must rely on the
DPP to initiate a prosecution, the problem may lie not with the powers
granted to the regulator under the Act, but rather with its resourcing.

FARB does not believe the addition of injunctive powers will resolve the
ABA’s perceived problems, in any event, for the following reasons:

(i) It is unlikely that a Court would be prepared to grant an injunction,
whether a restraining or a performance injunction, other than in
circumstances where there is extensive evidence as to the basis on
which that injunction is sought. This would require significant
resources to be devoted to obtaining evidence and for the DPP to have
the ability to act on the matter speedily.

Even if it is proposed to introduce an injunctive power along the lines of
that contained at Schedule 6 s56 of the Act [an injunction may be
granted “if the Court is satisfied that the person has engaged in
conduct ofthat kind — whether or not it appears to the Court that the
person intends to engage again, or to continue to engage, in conduct
of that kind”], detailed evidence of the conduct still will be necessary to
support the application and in order to frame the terms of the
injunction.

(ii) It is unclear, in fact, how the Court would frame an injunction where it
relates to specified conduct — for example, providing a commercial
broadcasting service without a licence. In FARB’s submission, the
Court could only frame an injunction in relation to the precise conduct
in respect of which evidence is provided (and assuming that evidence
establishes the conduct).

If the conduct has changed in the interim, even in reasonably subtle
ways, arguably the new conduct may be outside the scope of the
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injunction and, in effect, the whole process would need to be
commenced again.

(iii) A restraining injunction will only be made by a Court for a particular
period.

In FARB’s view,there can be no “short-cut” which will entitle the ABA to take
action against a licensee without proper investigation.

If the ABA cannot obtain evidence and prepare a case in a timely manner
using the resources of the DPP then, with respect, the appropriate remedy
may be to increase the resources, rather than the powers, of the ABA.

FARB opposes the granting of further injunctive powers to the ABA and
believes it is unlikely that any additional powers could be used by the ABA
more effectively, or with any better results, than the remedies currently
available.

(4)

The Department seeks views on:

The merits or otherwise of:

• amending clause 5(iii)(b) ofSchedule 2 of the BSA to require licensees to
retain records ofall broadcasts for a period ofat least six months; or

• amending clause 5(iii)(b) ofSchedule 2 of the BSA to require licensees to
retain records ofall broadcasts for a period ofat least three months.

The Discussion Paper notes that the ABA recommended the above
amendments as a result of difficulties in gathering evidence during the
Commercial Radio Inquiry. That inquiry dealt with matters occurring, in some
cases, a number of years before the commencement of the investigation.
Requiring a broadcaster to retain records for six months would not have
assisted in this case.

There is no evidence that a requirement to retain a record of matter broadcast
for six weeks, or for 60 days where a complaint has been made, is not
satisfactory in most situations.

Further, it has been the experience of the commercial radio industry that the
current requirement under the Act is most often used by lawyers seeking
evidence in civil proceedings including, for example, records of news
broadcasts where a strike has been reported (a BHP action) or, occasionally
in criminal cases, such as where a defendant’s lawyer again recently sought
records of news broadcasts relating to the events in issue. Invariably
requests under Schedule 2 sub-section 5(4) are made as a cheap alternative
to obtaining records from commercial monitoring services or as a “fishing
expedition” where it is believed there may be material broadcast that assists a
particular case.
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Most commercial radio broadcasters use digital tapes or digital storage to
record broadcast output, although some still use logger tapes. It would
impose an unacceptable financial burden, particularly on regional stations
where logger tapes are most likely to be used, to have to purchase either
additional logger tapes or upgrade to digital storage sufficient to record
additional broadcast output, even for three months.

Broadcasters should not have to retain broadcast output beyond the period of
six weeks, except in circumstances where a complaint within the meaning of
the Act or Codes of Practice has been made to the broadcaster or the ABA
and that complaint has not been resolved. Where there is no complaint or
action relating to the broadcast per Se, FARB suggests the Act should be
amended to provide that access to such records only be available to the ABA,
so as to avoid licensees having to underwrite the costs of private litigants.

Once the ABA is aware of a complaint, it is open to the Authority to issue a
notice pursuant to Schedule 2 sub-section 5(3) for the retention of records.
Accordingly, any prospective period following a complaint and
commencement of an investigation can be dealt with by corresponding
directly with the licensee concerned.

The only circumstance of which FARB is aware where the six week period
has not been sufficient is in the case of the ABA Commercial Radio Inquiry.
As the Department is aware, these matters took some considerable time to
investigate and, even if the present recommendations had been in place, the
ABA would have to have resorted to commercial monitoring services to obtain
the historical material that it sought.

(5)

The Department seeks views on:

The relative merits or otherwise granting the ABA the power to direct
advertising free periods for a specified time.

Properly characterised, the effect of this proposal is to impose a financial
penalty on the licensee. Currently the Act contains provisions which permit
substantial financial penalties to be imposed on licensees and the providers
of services under a class licence for a breach of condition of the licence
[s.139]. A breach of an industry standard constitutes a breach of a licence
condition.

Significant financial consequences also flow where a licensee provides a
commercial, subscription or community broadcasting service without a licence
[s.131-136]. A breach of a licence condition or failure to comply with a notice
issued by the ABA pursuant to s.138 also is an offence under the Act which
attracts a monetary penalty.
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Therefore, it is unclear to FARB how the proposal would add to the remedies
presently available to the ABA, unless it is intended that the ABA could
impose such a sanction without having to initiate a prosecution.

FARB would strongly oppose such a course. It would also be counter
productive from the ABA’s point of view. Any imposition of a penalty
arbitrarily determined by the ABA undoubtedly would result in an immediate
application on the part of the licensee to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
or the Federal Court. Such proceedings are likely to be as costly and time
consuming as pursuing a prosecution under the current provisions of the Act
and would require the ABA to establish its case - that is, that there has been
a breach of the Act, a licence condition or a standard.

Giving the proposal the best interpretation available, it is difficult not to view it
as an attempt to allow the ABA to impose penalties without having to deal
with the due processes of law or to expend resources on establishing its
case. It is hard to avoid this conclusion when one looks closely at the
rationale contained in the Discussion Paper. The Paper states that “the
advantage of this proposal is that it would provide an effective penalty for
licensees without necessarily affecting the audience”.

This argument lacks credibility because the present provisions in the Act
equally allow for the imposition of a financial penalty on a licensee (and for
the same breaches as contemplated under the proposal) without affecting the
audience. A prosecution and the imposition of a financial penalty in
accordance with the Act would not effect the licensee’s day to day
programming. The audience is unlikely to be aware of the action, unless it is
of sufficient interest to be reported as part of a news item.

Furthermore, imposing an advertising free period would affect the rights of
third parties, as noted by the Australian Association of National Advertisers.
Advertising campaigns are determined and scheduled in some cases months
in advance. Advertising may be linked to a national product launch.
Substantial resources are devoted by advertisers, not only to the advertising
content itself and the purchase of a co-ordinated media campaign but to
related events such as product distribution, in-store promotion and marketing.
Small business in rural communities could also be disadvantaged as many
depend on the local commercial radio station to advertise at very competitive
rates.

The proposal also suffers from the deficiency that the ABA could not with any
precision calculate the financial impact of imposing an advertising free period
on a licensee. Advertising is sold at different rates for different periods and
the rate may depend on the date on which the advertising is sold. Licensees
also may be liable to claims for damages by advertisers where schedules are
required to be cancelled as a result of an ABA sanction. It would be difficult, if
not impossible, for the ABA to calculate the precise penalty, having regard to
the nature of the breach. The same breach (even as between stations
broadcasting in the same market) also could attract vastly different penalties,
depending on the station’s rate card.
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In FARB’s submission, it is also questionable as to whether the proposal
would result in the Authority exercising the judicial powers vested in the
Commonwealth. If that were the case, obviously serious consequences
would follow.

FARB is strongly opposed to the proposal and suggests that where a
broadcaster is in breach of the Act, a licence condition or an industry
standard, substantial financial penalties already are available to the ABA,
where it devotes the resources to pursuing the breach.

(6)

The Department seeks views on:

Complaints processes —

• Shorten the time after which unresolved complaints may be referred to the

ABA

• Acceptance ofe-mail complaints

• Provide information on complaints processes on website

It is unclear what problem the first proposal is attempting to remedy. Inherent
in the proposition is an assumption that an ABA investigation of a complaint
will provide a more timely or satisfactory response to the complainant. FARB
suggests that a consideration of the average time taken by the ABA to
complete investigations into complaints would reveal that it can take months,
or longer, to provide a final report to the complainant. The ABA’s 1999 —

2000 Annual Report indicated that at the end of the reporting period, the
Authority had 16 investigations that were over 6 months old, 16 between 3
and 6 months and 23 less than 3 months old.

The ABA noted that it completed more than 85% of code investigations
“within four months of receipt of complaint or receipt offurther information
relating to the investigation”. As it is unclear how many complaints required
additional information and what intervening period occurred between the
complaint and request for further information, that statistic is not particularly
helpful. While the time taken by the ABA may be a question of allocation of
resources, the number of matters referred to the ABA compared with the total
number of complaints received by commercial radio broadcasters indicate
that it is clearly more efficient for complainants for such complaints to be
resolved at licensee level.

The vast majority of complaints received by commercial radio broadcasters
are resolved within the 45 days contemplated under the Code of Practice and
few matters are referred to the ABA by complainants. In 1998-99, only 4
matters referred to the ABA resulted in a finding of a code breach. While that
figure rose to 103 in 1999-00, 90 of these were breaches by 2UE.
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It is not unreasonable, in FARB’s submission to allow a period of 45 days for
a licensee to investigate and provide a final response on a matter. Many
matters are dealt with in the 30 day period. For the legislation to allow for a 15
day extension on the 30 day period upon application to the ABA would add an
unnecessary administrative burden, both for the ABA and the broadcaster,
and would not appear to advance the public interest.

FARB notes the commercial radio industry already accepts e-mail complaints
under its Code of Practice.

FARB has no difficulty with the ABA’s website and Department website
providing comprehensive information on how to make complaints about the
conduct of the media but we presume that this would not require legislative
intervention.

In so far as the Productivity Commission and the Senate Select Committee
have found that there is confusion amongst the public about complaints in
relation to the content of media, we make the observation that this is not
surprising given the increasing media options available for public
consumption, including media services delivered via the internet.

The primary responsibility for advising the public about regulatory processes,
including content regulation, must rest with the regulator. The commercial
radio industry however, has taken steps to ensure the public is informed
about the complaints process. The FARB Codes of Practice already require
the industry to broadcast each week, and at different times and in different
programs, an announcement publicising the existence of the Codes and a
general description of the nature and effect oftheir operation, including
complaint procedures.

It is appropriate these matters be dealt with under industry Codes of Practice
and not by legislation, unless it is the intention of the Parliament to move
away from the previously endorsed position of co-regulation.

(7)

The Department is seeking views on the merits or otherwise ofamending the
BSA to change the current requirement for “majority support” to a requirement
for “general” support ofthe providers ofbroadcasting services in the relevant
section of the industry in relation to Codes ofPractice.

This amendment appears to have been proposed as a result of the
Productivity Commission finding that “majority support” does not prevent
“oppression of the minority” by the majority and does not allow for an
unknown or unclear number of licensees in a particular broadcasting
category.

In FARB’s view, the test of general industry support is less specific than
majority industry support. It is unclear what is meant by “general support”.
The New Oxford Dictionary of English defines “general” as meaning
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“concerning all or most people”. Would general support require the support of
all or most broadcasters?

“Majority”, in contrast, means “the greater number”. The concept of “majority
support” has the benefit of quite clearly meaning more than 50 per cent of
industry members. In so far as we are aware, the only broadcasting category
where the number of licensees is unknown is where a service is provided
under a class licence. The answer to this particular issue is to implement
steps to ensure that the regulator is aware of all services operating under a
class licence. This is appropriate in FARB’s submission for many reasons,
not confined to the issue of Codes of Practice.

Amending the test as proposed would not resolve the Productivity
Commission’s concerns in so far as the providers of services operated under
a class licence are concerned. If it is unknown how many service providers
are within this category, how is it proposed that the regulator can determine
whether or not there has been general support or majority support?

FARB offers its members ample opportunity to comment on draft Codes of
Practice and the industry has a representative committee which is
responsible for Codes and Codes amendments. It has never been the case
in FARB’s experience that a member has disagreed with the final form of the
Codes or otherwise indicated that the member had been oppressed or felt
under a disadvantage in expressing views about the draft Code.

In our view, the real issue for review here is the fact that there are an
unknown number of services provided under a class licence. In these
circumstances, there appears to be no scope for a regulator to determine
whether or not the industry sector is complying with the present provisions of
the Act

FARB would be pleased to provide any further information that the
Department may require on the matters raised in this submission.

Kind regards

Graeme Carroll
Manager Public Affairs
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AUSTRALIA - REGIONAL RADIO

Source: ACNielsen Radio Surveys
NSW Regional 1999, VIC Regional 99/00, QLD Regional 99100,
SA Regional 2000, WA Regional 99100, Tasmania 99/00, Darwin #1198.

Sample Size = 26,157 people 10+

POTENTIAL PPL 10+ PPL 10-17 PPL 18-24 PPL 25-39
(000s) 6018.7 823.6 637.4 1526.4

J PPL 40-54 I PPL 55+ I G/B All I MEN 18+ 1 WMN 18+ I
I 1459.0 I 1572.3 I 2787.4 I 2583.0 2612.~

MON-SUN 5:3Oam-l2midnight - Station Shares (%)

PPLIO+ PPLIO-17 PPL 18-24 PPL 25-39 PPL 40-54 PPL 55+ GIBAII MEN 18+ WMN 18+

COMM
ABC
0/AM
0/FM

65.0
28.9
1.6
4.5

78.2
18.2
0.4
3.2

76.0
21.3
0.3
2.4

75.1
19.9
0.8
4.2

68.3
25.5
1.8
4.4

46.3
45.1
2.8
5.9

63.0
30.7
1.7
4.6

62.4
31.0
1.9
4.6

65.7
28.3
1.4
4.6

MON-SUN 5:3Oam-l2midnight - Cumulative Audience (%)

PPL 10+ PPL 10-17 PPL 18-24 PPL 25-39 PPL 40-54 PPL 55+ GIB All MEN 18+ WMN 18+

COMM 75.7 82.7 79.9 83.4 78.8 59.8 75.3 72.9 73.9
ABC 42.8 30.6 38.9 35.2 42.8 58.2 43.6 48.5 41.0
0/AM 4.2 1.3 2.1 2.8 5.1 7.1 4.5 5.4 3.9
0/FM 10.3 6.6 9.1 9.7 11.7 12.0 10.6 11.5 10.3
ALL 94.6 92.7 93.1 95.7 95.4 94.3 95.7 94.5 95.3

MON-SUN 5:3Oam-l2midnight - Time Spent Listening (hr:mn)

PPL 10+ PPL 10-17 PPL 18-24 PPL 25-39 PPL 40-54 PPL 55+ G/B All MEN 18+ WMN 18+

COMM
ABC
0/AM
0/FM
ALL

18:02
14:09
7:55
9:14

22:11

11:13
7:02
3:40
5:43
12:52

19:41
11:19
2:55
5:20

22:13

19:31
12:15
6:26
9:29

22:39

19:20
13:18
8:00
8:24
23:25

18:32
18:31
9:20
11:40
25:22

18:25
15:31
8:20
9:29

23:01

20:33
15:21
8:26
9:41

25:24

18:31
14:23
7:32
9:21

21:52


